Low-frequency Raman scattering and TEM observations were conducted in 1Li 2 O2SiO 2 glass subjected to annealing at maximum homogeneous nucleation temperature (³460°C) to elucidate the annealing effect on Boson-peak behavior and its relation to the structural evolution in nanoscale. It is suggested that the 1Li 2 O2SiO 2 glass possesses a successive medium-range ordering through phase separation, and the Boson-peak frequency was largely affected by the ordering/phase-separation.
It is experimentally verified by several techniques that oxide glasses include a nanometric inhomogeneity caused by density-/ structural-fluctuation which is introduced during melting/ quenching process. 1) 3) In multi-component system, the inhomogeneity provides weakly-bonded region in glassy/supercooledliquid (SCL) phase because the constituents (e.g., glass-former and -modifier) have different single-bond strengths and the regions largely governs the structural-relaxation and crystallization features. 4) , 5) On the other hand, the nanometric inhomogeneity (³10 ¡) is considered to provide an excess of vibrational density of states (VDOS) and is attributed to a low-energy and broad excitation band, so-called "Boson peak", which universally appears in amorphous state. 6 ),7) Since Boson-peak behavior strongly reflects its elastic property, the Boson-peak observation has been applied to investigate glass structures in medium-range scale and crystallization dynamics.
8)10)
Since internal stress of glass is an origin of crack as machining and of optical anisotropy, we usually anneal the as-quenched glass around glass-transition temperature (T g ) to promote the relaxation process. On the other hand, in case of the glasses with homogeneous nucleation trend, temperature giving a maximum nucleation rate (T max ) is close/almost-identical to the T g . 11) It is probable that the glass samples employed in thermal, optical, and spectroscopic studies undergo a further process, e.g., phaseseparation and nucleation. Therefore, in this study, we examined the annealing effect at the T max on low-frequency Raman scattering in as-quenched glass. Here we selected a binary silicate glass, i.e., 1Li 2 O2SiO 2 : Although Boson peak in 1Li 2 O 2SiO 2 glass has been confirmed by means of low-temperature heat capacity measurement, 12) the Boson peak from Raman scattering is not reported so far. In addition, the 1Li 2 O2SiO 2 glass is a typical sample with homogeneous nucleation, resulting in crystallization of stoichiometric Li 2 Si 2 O 5 phase. 11), 13) As-quenched 1Li 2 O2SiO 2 (LS2) glass was synthesized by a conventional melt-quenching technique. Commercial powders of reagent grade Li 2 CO 3 and SiO 2 were mixed and melted in a platinum crucible at 1550°C for 1.5 h. The crucible with melt was rapidly quenched by soaking in water at ³20°C. To ensure homogeneity, the glass was crushed, remelted, and quenched at the same process once again. The T g of as-quenched sample was estimated to be 455 « 3°C by differential thermal analysis (DTA) at a heating rare of 10 K/min. In addition, we also estimated T max of the as-quenched sample to be ³460°C in accordance with Marotta's procedure, in which the DTA was utilized.
14) The T g and T max values of the LS2 sample were identical with those of literatures, 11),13)15) suggesting that the LS2 sample synthesized in this study is compatible with the LS2 samples reported so far. The as-quenched glass was shortly (20 h) and deeply (120 h) annealed at 460°C to prepare the samples for transmission electron microscopy (TEM), electron diffraction (ED) analysis, and Raman scattering measurement. After annealing, we were able to visually confirm optical transparency and no coloration in these samples.
Raman scattering in the as-quenched and annealed samples were measured by use of an Ar + gas laser operating at 514.5 nm at room temperature (RT). The Raman signal on the Stokes side was detected using a system comprising a triple-grating monochrometer and a liquid-nitrogen-cooled, charge-coupled device detector (HORIBA-Jobin Yvon, T64000). The intensity of the low-frequency spectra was reduced by the Bose-Einstein factor, producing the reduced intensity I red (½), as described by Shuker and Gammon:
where I obs (½) is the observed intensity of spectra, n(½,T ) the Bose-Einstein factor, C(½) the light-vibration coupling factor, and g(½) the VDOS. 16) The reduced spectra were fitted using the sum of the log-normal and the Lorentzian functions (Boson peak and quasi-elastic components, respectively) to evaluate the maximum position of the Boson peak (½ BP ). 17 ) Figure 1 shows the result of Raman scattering measurements of the as-quenched and annealed LS2 samples. We observed a vast Raman band ranging from approximately 50 to 150 cm ¹1 , i.e., the Boson peak, in the all samples (a). From the fitting, we estimated ½ BP to be 92.9 cm ¹1 for the as-quenched sample at RT. With prolonging annealing-time, ½ BP monotonically shifted to a lower frequency, i.e., 91.5 cm ¹1 and 83.0 cm ¹1 for 20 h and 120 h, respectively (b). The decrease in ½ BP by the annealing in the as-quenched sample seems to be curious because the ½ BP could increase as the progress of structural relaxation, which provides densification of glass sample, according to an approximate equation ½ BP 2 £ G £ ¡ ¹h (G: shear modulus, ¡: specific volume and h: an exponent).
18) Indeed, the increase in ½ BP after annealing around T g is commonly observed in as-quenched glasses.
18)21) In this study, specific volume of the as-quenched sample could be smaller than that of the annealed samples as well, which underwent the structural relaxation at T max (³T g ). The relaxation process is considered to hardly reverse in this situation because of glassy state being a thermodynamically nonequilibrium.
The approximate equation above-mentioned is derived from the equation by Sokolov et al., i.e., ½ BP µ v t /(cR c ), where v t and c are the transverse sound and light velocities, and R c is the correlation radius, which represents a size of heterogeneity in glassy/SCL phase. 22) To obtain the ½ BP G relation, an approximating condition is introduced, that is, R c is nearly independent.
6) The ½ BP G relation and introduced condition manifest that change in the specific volume due to the relaxation directly contributes to the increase in ½ BP if SCL phase indicates no significant structural change. In other words, this relation is not always guaranteed during/after the event that the medium-range structure drastically changes. Taking these issues into account, the anomalous behavior of Boson peak [ Fig. 1(b) ] leads us to consider that drastic structural-evolution occurs in the LS2 samples by the annealing T max (³T g ), though the crystallization temperature is rather higher (T p ³ 690°C). In order to check it, we performed internal-texture observation in the LS2 samples. Figure 2 shows the TEM results of the LS2 samples. Although the as-quenched sample shows the shaded regions, which are possibly due to composition fluctuation, no significant structural development was realized (a). In the shortly-annealed sample, a nanometric-striped texture could be observed (b). Further prolonging the annealing time, we confirmed the evolution into a droplet structure with approximately 500 nm in size (c). The images of (b) and (c) bring to remembrance the spinodal-type and binodal-type phase-separation, respectively. Particularly, in the image (c), the dark region of droplets and bright region surrounding them are possibly due to Si-and Li-enriched regions, respectively, because the intensity of the transmitting electrons decreases as increase in the atomic number of constituent elements in the observed sample. Although LS2 composition situates the outside of an immiscibility dome in Li 2 OSiO 2 system, 13),23) the structural development (i.e., a ¼ b ¼ c) in LS2 glass is most likely due to advance in liquidliquid phaseseparation.
The ED patterns and their intensity profiles are also displayed in Fig. 2 . Although clear ED patterns due to long-range ordering were absent in the samples, obscure, but distinguishable ED rings, which are attributed to medium-range ordering, could be observed. On the other hand, these samples indicated different ED patterns from each other, and have individual set of the d-spacing values: There are two possible phase to precipitate in LS2 glass, i.e., Li 2 Si 2 O 5 and Li 2 SiO 3 phases. The former is a stoichiometric phase and is crystallizable by an usual heattreatment. The latter is reported to be a candidate for crystal nuclei, which precipitate at initial stage of crystallization of Li 2 Si 2 O 5 phase.
24),25) However, the set of d-spacing values of the studies samples was different from those of both the Li 2 Si 2 O 5 and Li 2 SiO 3 phases. Taking the TEM and ED results into account, it is suggested that a successive medium-range ordering occurs in the phase-separation (or SCL) regime, and is a main reason why the annealed sample did not obey the ½ BP G relation [ Fig. 1(b) ]. Furthermore, the ED result also implies that the nuclei for crystallization in the LS2 glass do not correspond to a definite phase (e.g., Li 2 SiO 3 ), but an imperfection phase, which may be expressed by Li x Si y O x/2+2y .
In concluding remarks, the Boson peak, which is ascribed to the intrinsic nano-inhomogeneity, is closely related to its elastic property on the basis of Sokolov's equation. 22) This equation has suggested the increase of ½ BP in the as-quenched glass through structural relaxation. However, this study revealed a possibility that the larger-scale inhomogeneity (i.e., phase separation and medium-range ordering) provides a fatal effect on destroying the approximating condition in the ½ BP G relation, i.e., R c ³ const. Although further investigations are necessary to clarify this issue more in detail, this study is deemed to present a significant insight to Boson-peak study.
